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Principles of UX Design

• Consistency

• Usability & Efficiency

• Discoverability / Predictability

• Learnability

• Accessibility

• Delight





Design Systems to the 
rescue



A systematic approach for establishing a 

common, shared language among teams.



A set of connected patterns and shared practices,

coherently organized to serve the purpose of digital products.



Google Material Design
Material Design is a unified system that combines theory, 

resources and tools for crafting digital experiences



Microsoft Fluent Design
An eloquent design system for a complex world  



Spotify
Design systems help teams stay aligned

so their output stays intentional



Atlassian
An end-to-end design language





Ingredients of a Design System

• Design principles

• Patterns

• A shared language

• Pattern libraries

• Practices



Design principles

Shared guidelines that capture 

the essence of what good design means.

Characteristics:

• Authentic and genuine

• Practical and actionable

• Having a specific point of view

• Relatable and memorable



‘Lucid’

‘Animated’

‘Unbreakable’



Patterns

A recurring, reusable solution that can be applied to solve a design 

problem.

Types:

• Functional patterns

• Perceptual patterns

• Interaction / User flow patterns

• Persuasive patterns

• Domain oriented patterns



Patterns - Functional patterns

Tangible building blocks of an 

interface to enable / encourage 

user behaviors

Examples:

• Cards

• Hero headers / billboards

• Progression indicators

• Wizard step navigation



Patterns - Perceptual patterns

Elements / Characteristics that influence 

the actual user experience and connect 

the entire system of elements. Can be seen 

as an ambiance or personality.

Examples:

• Typography

• Color palette

• Tone of voice

• Layout

• Interactions and animations



Patterns - Interaction / User-flow patterns

Design solutions for larger 

interaction challenges and user 

journeys

Examples:

• A user’s registration journey

• First launch of an app

• Creation of new objects



A shared language

Allowing for creating and using patterns cohesively by multiple people and teams.

Characteristics:

• Everyone follows the same:

• guiding principles

• vision of the brand 

• Approach to design and development

• Every pattern and element has a defined name that:

• Is known and supported by everyone.

• Has personality and is memorable

• Communicates the purpose of the pattern

• Allows for a shared ‘responsibility’ of the system.



Pattern libraries

A tool for documenting and 

sharing design patterns. Also 

known as a Living Style Guide.

Notes:

• Not the system but a tool

• Russell Hite recently did an 
excellent webinar on the 
subject
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Practices

A set of practices and techniques for:

• Creating

• applying and 

• evolving a design system.

Adding People and Process to Platform and Portfolio



Which type of Design 

System is best?



Parameters of Design Systems

Three parameters:



Parameters of Design Systems

Three scales:



Parameters of Design Systems

Three scales:



Parameters of Design Systems - Rules

Strict Loose



Parameters of Design Systems - Rules

Strict

Strict processes and rules

• Predictable outcomes

• Visual consistency

-Can become rigid and 

restricting

Loose

Emphasizing branding and 

utility over perfect consistency 

• Context and experimentation 

prioritized

• Maximize usability

-Can become messy and 

fragmented



Parameters of Design Systems - Parts

Modular Integrated



Parameters of Design Systems - Parts

Modular

Interchangeable parts for 
various assemblies
• Good fit with agile and multi 

teams
• Cost effective (reusability)
• Easy to maintain & adaptable

- High initial investment
- Can lead to patchwork designs 

or generic outcomes

Integrated

Consist of parts that are not 

interchangeable due to their 

connections.

• Specific and coherent

• Quick to build

-Not scalable, adaptable or 

reusable



Parameters of Design Systems - Parts

Modular Integrated



Parameters of Design Systems - Parts

Modular

Suited for products that:

• Need to scale and evolve

• Need to adapt to user needs

• Have a large number of 

repeating parts

• Have multiple teams

Flipboard, Pinterest

Integrated

Suited for products that:

• Are designed for one purpose

• Are one-offs

• Don’t need to scale

Marketing campaigns, 

showcases, conference 

websites



Parameters of Design Systems - Organization

Centralized Distributed



Parameters of Design Systems - Organization

Centralized

Rules and patterns are managed 

by 1 group of people

• Ownership

• Reliability

• Focus on creative direction

- Can slow down team

- Takes away autonomy

Distributed

Everyone using the system is 
responsible for maintaining and 
evolving
• Autonomy
• Resilience
• Distributed design knowledge

-Can get neglected
-Dilutes creative direction



Parameters of Design Systems - Example

TED





Takeaways

• The most important influencing factor is team culture: which 
will be reflected in the design system.

• It’s common for companies that their design system 
moves along the 3 axes in time

• Design systems have a large impact on:
• Design & Development processes

• Collaboration

• Hence someone else’s system is not yours.

• Every design system is unique



How to create your Design 
System











Enable your design system 
with the Mendix Platform





Introducing Atlas UI



Introducing Atlas UI



Introducing Atlas UI



Introducing Atlas UI



Introducing Atlas UI



Introducing Atlas UI



Improved Mendix Platform



Improved Mendix Platform



Improved Mendix Platform



Improved Mendix Platform



When to create your design 
system in D.E.P.





Common D.E.P. Challenges

• Including relevant departments such as UX Design & Marketing

• No existing Design System present

• Time and resources not readily available for creating one



Best practices 

• Start as soon as possible:
at the first inkling of the app portfolio

• Gain company wide traction and support

• Take a holistic approach to your Design System’s strategy







Questions?



Join us in helping our 
customers in their future 
Design Systems journey


